The aim of this paper is to use non asymptotic bounds for the probability of rare events in the Sanov theorem, in order to study the asymptotics in conditional limit theorems (Gibbs conditioning principle for thin sets). Applications to stochastic mechanics or calibration problems for diffusion processes are discussed.
Introduction
Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . be i.i.d. random variables taking their values in some metrizable space (E, d). Set M n = 1 n n i=1 X i the empirical mean (assuming here that E is a vector space) and L n = 1 n n i=1 δ X i the empirical measure. In recent years new efforts have been made in order to understand the asymptotic behavior of laws conditioned by some rare or super-rare event.
The celebrated Gibbs conditioning principle is the corresponding meta principle for the empirical measure, namely lim n→ +∞ P ⊗n ((X 1 , . . . , X k ) ∈ B / L n ∈ A) = (µ * ) ⊗k (B) , where µ * minimizes the relative entropy H(µ * | µ) among the elements in A. When A is thin (i.e. P ⊗n (L n ∈ A) = 0), such a statement is meaningless, so one can either try to look at regular desintegration (the so called "thin shell" case) or look at some enlargement of A. The first idea is also meaningless in general (see however the work by Diaconis and Freedman [16] ). Therefore we shall focus on the second one. An enlargement A ε is then a non thin set containing A, and the previous statement becomes a double limit one i.e. lim
Precise hypotheses are known for this meta principle ("thick shell" case) to become a rigorous result, and refinements (namely one can choose some increasing k(n)) are known (see e.g. [11] and the references therein). One possible way to prove this result is to identify relative entropy with the rate function in the Large Deviations Principle for empirical measures (Sanov's theorem). In this paper we will introduce an intermediate "approximate thin shell" case, i.e. we will look at the case when the enlargement size depends on n, i.e. ε n → 0. We shall also discuss in details one case of "super-thin" set, i.e. when relative entropy is infinite for any element in A.
Of course since we are considering conditional probabilities, we are led to get both lower and upper non asymptotic estimates for the probability of rare events.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we shall introduce the notations and recall some results we shall use repeatedly. Then we give the main general result (Theorem 2.7). When A is some closed subspace (i.e. defined thanks to linear constraints), our program can be carried out by directly using well known inequalities for the sum of independent variables. This will be explained in Section 3. The more general case of a general convex constraint is studied in Section 4. In the compact case upper estimates are well known and lower estimates will be derived thanks to a result by Deuschel and Stroock. In both cases on has to compute the metric entropy (i.e. the number of small balls needed to cover A) for some metric compatible with the convergence of measures. The extension to non compact convex constraint is done by choosing an adequate rich enough compact subset. Section 5 is devoted to some examples, first in a finite dimensional space. We next show that the Schrödinger bridges and the Nelson processes studied in Stochastic Mechanics, are natural "limiting processes" for constraints of marginal type. Section 6 is devoted to the study of a super-thin example corresponding to the well known problem of volatility calibration in Mathematical Finance. Our aim is to give a rigorous status to the "Relative Entropy Minimization method" introduced in [2] . The problem here is to choose the diffusion coefficient (volatility) of a diffusion process with a given drift (risk neutral drift), knowing some final moments of the diffusion process. Of course all the possible choices are mutually singular so that the constraint set A does not contain any measure with finite relative entropy, i.e. is super-thin. We shall show that under some conditions, the method by Avellaneda et altri [2] enters our framework, hence furnishes the natural candidate from a statistical point of view (we shall not discuss any kind of financial related aspects).
Another famous example of super-thin set is furnished by Statistical Mechanics, namely: are the Gibbs measures associated to some Hamiltonian the limiting measures of some conditional law of large numbers ? The positive answer gives an interpretation of the famous Equivalence of Ensembles principle (see [22, 15] ). It should be interesting to relate the Gibbs variational principle as in [15] to the above Gibbs conditioning principle. This is not done here.
In the sequel, we will consider a sequence X 1 , X 2 , . . . of i.i.d. E valued random variables. The common law of the X i 's will be denoted by α and their empirical measure by L n = 1 n n i=1 δ X i .
Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of the conditional law (2.1) α n A,k (B) = P ⊗n α (X 1 , . . . , X k ) ∈ B / L n ∈ A n for some A n going to some thin set A when n goes to ∞.
The first tool we need is relative entropy. Recall that for β and γ in M 1 (E), the relative entropy H(β | γ) is defined by the two equivalent formulas (2.2.1) H(β | γ) = log dβ dγ dβ , if this quantity is well defined and finite, +∞ otherwise,
The celebrated Sanov's theorem tells that for any measurable set B − H(
where the interior • B and the closure B of B are for the narrow topology. Recall that one can reinforce the previous topology by considering the G-topology induced by some subset G of measurable functions containing all the bounded measurable functions. In particular if α satisfies the strong Cramér assumption i.e ∀g ∈ G , ∀t > 0 , (2.4) e tg dα < +∞ , the previous result is still true for the G-topology (see [17] thm. 1.7). When G is exactly the set of measurable and bounded functions, the G-topology is usually called τ -topology.
It is thus particularly interesting to have some information on the possible Arginf in (2.3). The result below is collecting some known facts:
There exists an unique probability measure α * such that any sequence ν n of C such that lim n→+∞ H(ν n | α) = H(C | α), converges in total variation distance to α * . This probability measure (we shall call the generalized I-projection of α on C) is characterized by the following Pythagoras inequality
If α * belongs to C we shall call it the I-projection (non generalized). In particular the Iprojection on a total variation closed convex subset such that H(C | α) < +∞ always exists. Finally if α satisfies the strong Cramer assumption (2.4) one can replace total variation closed by G-closed in the previous statement.
All these results can be found in [9, 17] (see [19] , chap. II for more details).
Before to state our first results on thin constraints, we recall the known results on thick ones.
Theorem 2.6.
(2.6.1) (see [10] ). If C is convex, closed for the τ -topology and satisfies H(C | α) = H( • C | α) < +∞ then α n C,k defined in (2.1) is well defined for n large enough, and converges (when n goes to ∞) in relative entropy to α * ⊗k , where α * is the I-projection of α on C.
(2.6.2) (see [22] ). If A is a measurable subset such that H(Ā | α) = H( • A | α) < +∞, and if there exists an unique α * ∈Ā such that H(Ā | α) = H(α * | α), then α n A,k again converges to α * ⊗k but for the narrow convergence.
When H(
we have to face some new problems. The strategy is then to enlarge A, considering some nice A ε , and to consider limits first in n, next in ε. Here we shall consider enlargements depending on n. Here is a general result in this direction.
Let C n be a non increasing sequence of convex subsets, closed for the G-topology.
Then, for all k ∈ N * , α n Cn,k converges in total variation distance to α * ⊗k . Remark 2.8. Define L a τ (α) = g measurable : ∀s ∈ R , e s|g| dα < +∞ .
If G ⊆ L a τ (α), we already know (see Theorem 2.5) that α * exists as soon as H(C | α) is finite. In addition, since the relative entropy is a good rate function (according to [17] its level sets are compact) (2.7.3) is also satisfied. Hence, in this case, assuming H(C | α) < +∞, the only remaining condition to check is
Proof. of Theorem 2.7. Let α * n the generalized I-projection of α on C n . then α n Cn,k − α * ⊗k
where we have used successively the triangle inequality, Pinsker inequality and the additivity of relative entropy. Since α * is the I-projection of α on C, α * belongs to C and all C n , so that using Theorem 2.5,
. Thanks to (2.7.3) we thus have lim n→∞ H(α * | α * n ) = 0 . To finish the proof (according to (2.10)) it thus remains to show that lim n→∞ H α n Cn,k | α * ⊗k n = 0 . But thanks to (2.7.4), for n large enough, α ⊗n (L n ∈ C n ) > 0, so that we may apply Lemma 2.11 below with A = C n . It yields
According to (2.7.4) the first term in the right hand side sum has a non positive lim sup, while the second term goes to 0 thanks to (2.7.3). Since the left hand side is nonnegative the result follows.
We now recall the key Lemma due to Csiszar ([10]) we have just used :
Under some additional assumption one can improve the convergence in Theorem 2.7. Introduce the usual Orlicz space L τ (α) = g measurable : ∃s ∈ R , e s|g| dα < +∞ .
Note the difference with L a τ (for which ∃ is replaced by ∀). We equip L τ with the Luxemburg norm
It is well known that the dual space of L τ (α) contains the set of probability measures ν such that H(ν | α) < +∞. We equip this dual space with the dual norm * τ . Proposition 2.12. In addition to all the assumptions in Theorem 2.7, assume the following: the densities h n = dα * n dα (α * n being the generalized I-projection of α on C n ) define a bounded sequence in L p (α) for some p > 1. Then
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the one of Theorem 2.7 with k = 1, just replacing T V by * τ in the first line of (2.10), and then replacing Pinsker inequality by the following one, available for ν i 's such that H(ν i | α) < +∞,
In order to prove (2.13) we first recall the weighted Pinsker inequality recently shown by Bolley and Villani [3] (also see [19] for another approach) : there exists some C such that for all nonnegative f and all δ > 0 ,
.
For a f such that f τ ≤ 1 and δ = 1/q it thus holds, first e |f | dα ≤ 4, then thanks to Hölder's inequality e δ|f | dν 2 ≤ 4 δ dν 2 dα p . (2.13) immediately follows.
F moment constraints.
In this section G = L τ (α) and we consider constraints C in the form
) being a separable Banach space equipped with its cylindrical σ-field) where F dν denotes the Bochner integral and K is a closed convex set of B. We denote by
the Laplace transform and moment generating function of F . We always assume that
The enlargement C n is defined similarly
What we have to do is to check all the assumptions of Theorem 2.7. But the situation here is particular since the condition L n ∈ A reduces to n i=1 F (X i ) ∈ A. Thanks to the next Lemma 3.1 assumption (2.7.4) reduces to well known estimates: Lemma 3.1. Assume that the I-projection α * of α on C exists and can be written α * = e λ * ,F Z F (λ * ) α for some λ * ∈ B ′ . Then for all ε > 0,
where the Y i 's are i.i.d. random variables with common law α * .
Proof. The proof uses the standard centering method in large deviations theory. Denote by L x n = 1 n n i=1 δ x i the empirical measure of x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Then
Now we may replace C ε by its subset
that completes the proof. 
achieves its minimum at (at least one) λ * , then H(C | α) = sup λ∈B ′ {inf y∈K λ, y − Λ F (λ)} and the I-projection α * of α on C exists and can be written α * = e λ * ,F Z F (λ * ) α. In the sequel we shall denote (H-K) the additional assumption on H.
Before to state our first general result let us recall some definition Definition 3.3. B is of type 2 if there exists some a > 0 such that for all sequence Z i of L 2 i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and variance equal to 1, the following holds
In particular an Hilbert space is of type 2.
We arrive at Theorem 3.4. In addition to our hypotheses on F and domΛ F , assume that B is of type 2 and that (H-K) is satisfied. If ε n > c √ n with c = a V ar α * (F ), then α n Cn,k converges to α * ⊗k in total variation distance when n → ∞.
Proof. (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) are satisfied with our hypotheses, according to Lemma 3.2. In order to prove (2.7.3) introduce the function H n similar to H in Lemma 3.
since H n converges to H pointwise on the domain of H. We already know that inf H = −H(C | α). It is thus enough to prove that inf H n = −H(C n | α). But this is a consequence of Csiszar results ([9] thm 3.3 and [10] thm 2 and 3, also see [19] thm II.41 for another proof) since the intersection of the interior of K εn and the convex hull of the support of the image measure F −1 α is non empty. Finally in order to prove (2.7.4), according to Lemma 3.1 it is enough to check that
To this end recall the following theorem of Yurinskii
We may apply Theorem 3.5 with
and the result provided ε n √ n > σ √ a. It remains to prove that F ∈ L τ (α * ). But thanks to the representation of α * obtained in Lemma 3.2
Since dom Λ F is a non empty open set containing λ * , there exists some p > 1 such that pλ * ∈ dom Λ F , and the result follows for t small enough since F ∈ L τ (α).
Remark 3.6. Note that if for instance F is bounded everything in Theorem 3.4 can be explicitly described with the only parameter n. However (unfortunately) we do not know any explicit bound for the speed of convergence of α n Cn,k , because we do not know in general how to evaluate H(C n | α) − H(C | α). Hence from a practical point of view, if we know how to enlarge C, we do not know when a possible algorithm has to be stopped.
It is natural to ask whether ε n ≈ 1/ √ n is the optimal order for the enlargement or not. In one dimension the answer is negative as we shall see below Proof. We shall just replace Yurinskii's estimate by Berry-Eessen bound. Indeed Berry-Eessen theorem tells us that
The requested 1/n log θ n → 0 follows with ε n = c/n provided c > 10 √ 2π(κ/σ 3 ).
Again one may ask about optimality. Actually it is not difficult to build examples with ε n = c ′ /n for some small c ′ such that P(L n ∈ C n ) = 0 for all n. In a sense this is some proof of optimality. But we do not know how to build examples such that the previous probability is not zero.
Finally we may improve the convergence, still in the finite dimensional case under slightly more restrictive assumption. Proof. The first point is that the new hypothesis is stronger than (H-K). Indeed it is known (see e.g. [12] or [19] Lemma III.65 for complete proofs) that not only (H-K) holds (as well as (H-K εn ) of course), but the minimizers λ * and λ * n are unique and λ * n → λ * as n → ∞.
Since λ * n is a bounded (convergent) sequence, the above quantity can be easily bounded for some p > 1 (using again the fact that domΛ F is an open set). Convergence for the dual norm * τ follows from Proposition 2.12.
Finally using exchangeability we have
We already saw in the proof of Theorem 2.7 that H(α * | α * n ) and H(α n Cn,k | α * ⊗k n ) go to 0. It remains to prove that log dα * dα * n (dα n Cn − dα * ) goes to 0. But log dα * dα * n = λ * n − λ * , F is bounded in L τ (α) for n large enough since λ * n goes to λ * . Hence convergence to 0 of this last term follows from the convergence for the dual norm * τ we have just shown. Remark 3.9. In Theorem 3.8 one can also replace Yurinskii's bound by the classical Bernstein inequality (see e.g. [13] ). This only improves the constants (see [19] for the details).
The results of this Section are satisfactory mainly thanks to Lemma 3.1 and the very complete literature on sums of independent variables. The situation is of course more intricate in more delicate situations. We shall study some of them in the next sections.
General convex constraints.
We start with the key minimization bound we shall use. The following result is stated in [14] Exercise 3.3.23 p76. A complete proof is contained in [20] (also see [19] ).
. The proof is an immediate application of Proposition 4.1 with A = C n and ν = α * since
In the remainder of the section we shall assume that 
where BLip is the set of bounded and Lipschitz functions and
Furthermore the following inequalities are known to hold
the minimal number of (open) balls with radius ε that covers A. The function N X is often called the metric entropy. In the sequel we simply note N (d, ε) the quantity
Our first result is concerned with compact state spaces.
Theorem 4.5. Assume that E is compact. Let C be a narrowly closed convex subset of M 1 (E) such that H(C | α) < +∞, and α * be the I-projection of α on C. Then for any sequence ε n going to 0 and such that N (d F M , ε n /4) e − nε 2 n /8 → 0 (resp. N (d P , ε n /4) e − nε 2 n /2 → 0) as n → ∞, α n Cn,k → α * ⊗k in total variation distance.
Proof. Let B(α * , ε) the open ball centered at α * with radius ε. Then
where B c is as usual the complement subset of B. But we can recover B c (α * , ε) by
closed balls with radius η so that
for such balls B j . But a closed ball being closed and convex, Lemma 2.11 shows that
Choosing η = ε/4, hence (B c (α * , ε)) 2η = B c (α * , ε/2), we may apply the results recalled in Proposition 4.3 to get that for all ν ∈ B c (α * , ε/2), The condition on ε n in the previous Theorem is interesting if it can be satisfied by at least one such sequence. The following proposition shows that it is always the case, it also relies the metric entropy on M 1 (E) to the metric entropy on E. Proposition 4.6. Let (E, d) be a compact metric space. Then for all ε > 0,
(4.6.3) there exists at least one sequence ε n going to 0 and such that
Such a sequence fulfills the condition in Theorem 4.5 for both metrics on M 1 (E) (but is not sharp).
Proof. The first result is due do Kulkarni-Zeitouni ([21] Lemma 1), the second one follows thanks to Proposition 4.3. Consider
which is clearly decreasing with infinite limit at 0. Let u n a ]0, 1] valued non increasing sequence, w n = f (u n ) is then non decreasing with infinite limit. Introduce for n large enough k n = max{k ∈ N * , s.t.w k ≤ √ n}.
• If for all n large enough, k n ≤ n, we choose ε n = u kn for all n ∈ [k n , k n+pn [ where p n = inf{p ≥ 1 , k n+p > k n }. On one hand nε 2 n ≥ k n u 2 kn goes to infinity. On the other hand,
• If not, there exists some sequence p j growing to infinity such that k p j ≥ p j , i.e. w p j ≤ √ p j . Define ϕ(n) as the unique integer number such that n ∈ [p ϕ(n) , p ϕ(n)+1 [, and choose ε n = u p ϕ(n) . Then nε 2 n ≥ p ϕ(n) u 2 p ϕ(n) goes to infinity and
The final statement is a consequence of the previous ones. The proof is thus completed.
Example 4.7. If E is a q dimensional compact riemanian manifold, it is known that N (d, ε) ≤ C E /ε q for some constant C E . In this case we may thus choose ε n = 1/n a for all 0 < a < 1 q+2 . The size of enlargement is thus much greater than for F -moment constraints.
When E is no more compact, but still Polish, it can be approximated by compact subsets with large probability. Here are the results in this direction Theorem 4.8. Let C be a narrowly closed convex subset of M 1 (E) such that H(C | α) < +∞, and α * be the I-projection of α on C. Assume that there exist a sequence (K n ) n of compact subsets of E and a sequence (η n ) n of non negative real numbers such that
If one of the following additional assumptions • lim n→∞ (α * (K n )) n = 1 , • log dα * dα is continuous and bounded, and lim n→∞ α * (K n ) = 1 . Then α n Cn,k → α * ⊗k in total variation distance.
Here again the conditions are not sharp, but they hold for both the Prohorov and the Fortet Mourier metrics.
Proof. The proof lies on the following Lemma Lemma 4.9. For all compact subset K and all η > 0,
so that according to the triangle inequalityd(ν, α * ) ≤d(α * K , ν) + 2α * (K c ) for all ν. Hence B(α * K , η) ⊆ {ν ,d(ν, C) ≤ η + 2α * (K c )} and α * ⊗n d (L n , C) ≤ η + 2α * (K c ) ≥ α * ⊗n (L n ∈ B(α * K , η)) ≥ α * ⊗n (L n ∈ B(α * K , η) and x ∈ K n ) ≥ (α * (K)) n α * ⊗n K (L n ∈ B(α * K , η)) . As in the proof of Theorem 4.5 and using (4.6.1 or 2) we have
The first part of the Theorem is then immediate.
The second part is a little bit more tricky. Let h = log dα * dα . For all ε > 0
where ∆(ε) = sup ν∈B(α * ,ε) ν − α * , h . Since h is continuous and bounded, it is immediate that ∆(ε) goes to 0 as ε goes to 0. Hence if ε n goes to 0 lim inf n→∞ log α ⊗n (L n ∈ C n ) e nH(C|α) ≥ lim inf n→∞ log α * ⊗n (L n ∈ B(α * , ε n )) .
Thus if we choose ε n as in the statement of the Theorem, the right hand side of the previous inequality is greater than
and we may apply Theorem 2.7.
In the next section we shall study some typical examples.
Examples.
In Section 3 we already discussed the examples of F -moments. In this section we shall first look at the finite dimensional situation, then study examples in relation with Stochastic Mechanics.
5.1.
Finite dimensional convex constraints.
Proposition 5.1. If E = R q , let C be a narrowly closed convex subset of M 1 (E) such that H(C | α) < +∞, and α * be the I-projection of α on C. Then α n Cn,k → α * ⊗k in total variation distance with ε n = 2/n b and 0 < b < 1− q a 2+q provided there exists a > q such that x a dα * < +∞ (that holds in particular if e λ x a dα < +∞ for some λ > 0). In addition if either e λ x a dα * < +∞ for some λ > 0, or log dα * dα is bounded and continuous, we may choose b < 1 2+q .
Of course in general hypotheses on α * are difficult to check directly. That is why the α exponential integrability is a pleasant sufficient condition.
Proof. Let M = x a dα * . For K n = B(0, n u ) we have
provided au > 1. In addition
2+q since au > 1. We may thus apply Theorem 4.8 with ε n = (1/n b ) + 2(M/n ua ) ≤ 2(1/n b ) for n large enough. If the α * exponential integrability condition is satisfied we may choose a as large as we want. If log dα * dα is bounded, α * (K n ) growing to 1, the condition ua > 1 is non necessary.
Schrödinger bridges.
In this subsection and the next one E = C 0 ([0, 1], M ) where M is either R q or a smooth connected and compact riemannian manifold of dimension q. E is equipped with the sup-norm and for simplicity with the Wiener measure W (i.e. the infinitesimal generator is the Laplace Beltrami operator), with initial measure µ 0 . An old question by Schrödinger can be described as following (see [18] for the original sentence in french). Let (X j ) j=1,...,n be a n-sample of W. Assume that the empirical measure at time 1 (i.e. L n (1) = 1 n n j=1 δ X j (1) ) is far from the expected law µ 1 of the Brownian Motion at time 1. What is the most likely way to observe such a deviation ? Clearly the answer (when the number of Brownian particles grows to infinity) is furnished by the Gibbs conditional principle : the most likely way is to imagine that any block of k particles is made of (almost) independent particles with common law W * which minimizes H(V | W) among all probability measures on E such that W • X −1 (0) = µ 0 and W • X −1 (1) belongs to the observed set of measures. If the observed set is reduced to a single measure (thin) a double limit formulation of this principle is contained in the first chapter of [1] . To be precise introduce for ε ≥ 0
where V t denotes the law V • X −1 (t). When ε = 0 we will not write the superscript 0. We are in the situation studied in the previous section since C(ν 0 , ν 1 ) is a narrowly closed convex subset of M 1 (E). We shall write W * the I-projection of W on C (without specifying unless necessary the initial and final measures) when it exists. Before to apply the results in Section 4 we shall recall some known results about C and W * . Denote by V u,v (resp. W u,v ) the conditional law of V knowing that X(0) = u and X(1) = v, i.e. the law of the V bridge from u to v. Also denote by ν 0,1 (resp. µ 0,1 ) the V (resp. W) joint law of X(0), X(1). The decomposition of entropy formula
immediately shows that, if it exists,
where µ * 0,1 is the I-projection of µ 0,1 on
if it exists. In other words the problem reduces to a finite dimensional one, i.e. on M × M . The following Theorem collects some results we need Theorem 5.3. Assume that H(ν 0 | µ 0 ) and H(ν 1 | µ 1 ) are both finite and that p = log
for any pair of functions (f, g) satisfying
The proof is contained in [5] Finally under the assumptions of Theorem 5. 3 dW * dW = f (X(0)) g(X(1)) .
We can now state Theorem 5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3, W n εn,k := L(X 1 , . . . , X k /L n ∈ C εn (ν 0 , ν 1 )) → W * ⊗k in total variation distance for all sequence ε n going to 0 such that the following holds : for all sequence (Y j ) j (resp. (Z j ) j ) of i.i.d. random variables with law ν 0 (resp. ν 1 ) , lim n→∞ P(d(L Y n , ν 0 ) ≤ ε n ) = 1 and lim n→∞ P(d(L Z n , ν 1 ) ≤ ε n ) = 1 . In particular the above convergence holds for instance in the following two cases • M is compact and nε 2 n + 8(log ε n )N M (d, ε n /8) → +∞, • M = R q , there exists a > q such that for i = 0, 1 ,
x a dν i < +∞ , ε n = 2/n b
For the proof just apply Corollary 4.2, and for the examples Proposition 4.6 and Proposition 5.1.
Nelson processes.
A natural generalization of the framework of Subsection 5.2 is to impose the full flow of marginal laws instead of only the initial and final ones. Building diffusion processes with a given flow of marginal laws is the first step in Nelson's approach of the Schrödinger equation. The problem was first tackled by Carlen [4] . Relationship with minimization of entropy was first observed by H. Föllmer ([18] ) and explored in details in a series of papers by C. Léonard and the first named author ( [6, 7, 8] ). This approach and the results below can be viewed as some "statistical mechanics" approach of quantum mechanics. We shall not discuss further the meaning of the previous sentence here. We prefer insist on the enormous difference between a pair and the flow of all marginal laws. Hence here
For simplicity we shall only consider the case M = R q (though a similar discussion is possible for a general connected and compact riemannian manifold). Not to lose sight of our main goal we first state the convergence result we have in mind, and will discuss the hypotheses later on.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that C(ν t ) is non empty and that W has an I-projection W * on C(ν t ), such that log dW * dW is bounded and continuous. Assume in addition that the initial law µ 0 has a polynomial concentration rate i.e. µ 0 (B(0, R)) ≤ C/R m for some m > 0 and all R > 0. Then if ε n = 1/(log n) r for some r < 1/2q , W n εn,k := L(X 1 , . . . , X k /L n ∈ C εn (ν t )) → W * ⊗k in total variation distance.
Proof. According to Theorem 4.8 it is enough to find a sequence K n of compact subspaces of E and a sequence η n of positive numbers going to 0 such that lim n→∞ W * (K n ) = 1 and lim n→∞ nη 2 n + 8(log η n ) N E (K n , ∞ , η n /8) = +∞ .
Since dW * dW is bounded by some e D , we may replace the first condition by lim n→∞ W(K n ) = 1 and choose ε n ≥ η n + 2e D W(K c n ). The most natural way to choose such compact sets is to use Kolmogorov regularity criterion. Since the support of W is included into the set of Hölder paths of order β < 1/2 introduce 
for some A 1 and A 2 independent of n. Choosing b in such a way that c 2 (β, q)bc − 1 < 0 we obtain a leading term going to +∞ as n goes to ∞.
Putting all this together, we get η n + 2e D W(K c n ) ≤ (c log n) −β/q + 2Ce D (a log n) −β/q + 2e D C(p, β)(b log n) −βp/q which is less than (log n) −β ′ /q for all β ′ < 1/2 and n large enough.
Remark 5.7. The assumption log dW * dW bounded and continuous is essential. Indeed without it Theorem 4.8 requires (W * (K n )) n goes to 1, i.e. W * (K c n ) = o(1/n). Assuming that dW * dW belongs to L r (W), Kolmogorov criterion yields M n of order n a . It is then easy to see that this is no more compatible with any choice of η n such that lim n→∞ nη 2 n + 8(log η n ) N E (K n , ∞ , η n /8) = +∞.
To conclude this subsection let us say a few words about our assumptions. First of all C(ν t ) is non empty as soon as ν t satisfies a Fokker-Planck equation with a drift B(t, X(t)) of finite energy (i.e. [4, 6, 7] . In addition Girsanov theory is still available (see [6, 7] for the details) so that
s 0 |B(t, w(t))| 2 dt = +∞}. In general this density (even when T = 1) is not continuous.
Nevertheless some interesting cases enter the framework of Theorem 5.6.
Let U be a C 2 b potential. Then the law V 0 of the unique strong solution of
Hence log dV 0 dW is bounded and continuous as soon as log dν 0 dµ 0 is. In addition V 0 is the Iprojection of W on C(ν t ) where ν t = L(X t ) (see [6] ). The conclusion of Theorem 5.6 is thus available for V 0 . If we replace R q by a compact manifold we may include the stationary (actually reversible) case i.e. ν 0 = e −2U dx/Z U .
A super-thin case: volatility calibration.
In subsections 5.2 and 5.3 we have studied the laws of some diffusion processes from the point of view of I-projections, hence we only allowed a change of drift. We shall now study the opposite situation: the drift being fixed, how to choose the diffusion coefficient. We thus immediately lose any kind of absolute continuity, introducing a new difficulty that is super-thin subsets. Let us describe precisely the problem.
Consider a family (indexed by continuous time-space functions σ) of S.D.E.
where w is a standard Brownian motion. We assume that b 0 is continuous and bounded and 0 < σ min ≤ σ ≤ σ max < +∞ for some real numbers σ min and σ max . Under this assumption, it is well known that (6.1) admits weak solutions and that there is uniqueness in law. We will denote in the sequel Q σ, b 0 the probability measure on Ω = C([0, 1], R) thus defined by (6.1).
In [2] the authors addressed the problem of calibrating σ (volatility in mathematical finance) when b 0 is known (a consequence of the "absence of arbitrage") and X satisfies a set of generalized moment constraints
Their strategy is based on the following Bayesian principle : take a prior σ 0 , the corresponding prior law of X is Q σ 0 , b 0 . Then the "most probable" P satisfying (6.2), will be the one which minimizes the relative entropy H(P | Q σ 0 , b 0 ). Of course this principle is meaningless here. Indeed, the finiteness of H(P | Q σ 0 , b 0 ) implies that P has the same diffusion coefficient as Q σ 0 , b 0 , hence there is no such P satisfying (6.2) unless Q σ 0 , b 0 does. To bypass this difficulty, the authors propose to approximate Q σ 0 , b 0 by some well chosen Q ε σ 0 , b 0 (actually various time discretization), in such a way that ε H(P ε | Q ε σ 0 , b 0 ) goes to some limit K(P | Q σ 0 , b 0 ), and then use K as the cost function to be minimized.
We shall interpret this strategy in the following way. For simplicity assume that the set of constraints is reduced to a single one i.e. introduce the set
where P describes the set of Probability measures on Ω = C([0, 1], R). We will choose as before some ε enlargement of C F , i.e. define
Again for simplicity, we shall assume that b(t, x) = b 0 for some b 0 > 0 (extensions to more general cases can be easily done). We also define
Let us precise that the space of space-time continuous functions C([0, 1] × R, R) will always be furnished with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact subset of [0, 1] × R. Now we introduce a standard approximation of Q σ, b 0 , namely the trinomial tree. Choose some α > σ max and 0 < s
For n large enough (> n 0 ), it is easily seen that for all (y, z)
the vector (m n , d n , r n ) has all its entries strictly positive (their sum being 1), so that we may define the following transition kernel defined on R for all (σ, b) ∈ Σ 0 × B s , n ≥ n 0 and (t, x) ∈ [0, 1] × R,
We thus define the probability measure Q n σ, b In the sequel, we will denote by E n σ, b [ . ] the expectation with respect to the trinomial tree Q n σ, b . The support of Q n σ, b is Ω n ⊂ Ω defined by
The set Ω n is finite with cardinality 3 n .
Finally denoting by L m = 1 m m i=1 δ ω i the empirical measure on Ω, we shall study R n,m ε defined by
where T n ε will be defined later. Let us just say for the moment that T n ε is an open set of M 1 (Ω n ) which contains all the trinomial trees Q n σ, b with σ in a totally bounded subset Σ 1 of Σ 0 and b ∈ B ε . Roughly speaking, for each level of approximation (n) we consider a m sample of the trinomial tree and look at the conditional law of the first coordinate, knowing that the empirical measure is not too far from being a trinomial tree satisfying the moment constraint. Our aim is to show that one can find sequences ε n going to 0 and m n going to infinity, such that R n,mn εn goes towards some Q σ * ,b 0 , the one proposed in [2] we will now describe.
First, for fixed n and ε, since all measures are defined on a finite set, it is not difficult to see that the set M n ε of minimizers of H( . | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) on T n ε ∩ C ε F is nonempty. It can then be shown that the elements of M n ε are still a trinomial trees. Now an easy computation shows that σ → 1 n H(Q n σ, b | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) is converging (in a sense close to the Γ-convergence sense) to
One thus expects that the limit Q σ * ,b 0 is the one obtained by minimizing I on Σ 0 under the moment constraint.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to give rigorous statements and proofs. Note that the result gives a rigorous statistical flavor to the method proposed by Avellaneda et altri.
6.1. Presentation of the results. We recall that the space C([0, 1] × R, R) is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact subsets of [0, 1] × R. Before presenting our results, let us state the basic convergence property of trinomial trees : Proposition 6.4. If s ≥ ε n ≥ 0 goes to zero and σ n ∈ Σ 0 goes to σ ∈ Σ 0 then, for all b n ∈ B εn , the sequence Q n σn, bn goes to Q σ, b 0 .
From now on, we will make the following assumptions :
• The minimum value of the function I( . | σ 0 ) on the set σ ∈ Σ 0 : F (X 1 ) dQ σ, b = 1 is attained at a unique point σ * . • The minimizer σ * belongs to Σ 0 . Now let us introduce some notations. For all σ ∈ Σ 0 , let ∆ n, σ be the continuity modulus of σ on the compact set [0, 1] × [−α √ n, α √ n], ie.
Let Σ 1 be defined by
According to Ascoli Theorem, Σ 1 is easily seen to be totally bounded. Now let us consider the set T n ε of all probability measures Q on Ω satisfying (6.5)
In the sequel we will set A n ε := T n ε ∩ C ε F . Defining (when possible), for all positive integer m,
, our main result is the following : Theorem 6.6. If ε 0 n = min E n σ * , b 0 [F (X 1 )] − 1 + 1/n, s , then there exists a sequence m n of positive integers going to +∞, such that R n ε 0 n , mn converges to Q σ * , b 0 . In order to prove this theorem, the first step is to study the convergence of R n ε 0 n ,m when n is fixed and m goes to +∞. This is done in the two following propositions : 
According to Proposition 6.7, we know that for large m, R n ε 0 n ,m is close to co M n ε 0 n . The next step consists in proving that this set is close to {Q σ * , b 0 }. This will follow from the particular type of convergence of the normalized entropy functions : Proposition 6.9.
(1) If 0 < ε n goes to 0, then for every sequence b n ∈ B εn , and for every σ ∈ Σ 0 , the following holds :
(2) Furthermore, if σ n ∈ Σ 0 converges to σ ∈ Σ 0 , then
Remark 6.10. Recall that a sequence f n of real valued functions defined on some metric space Γ-converges to some function f , if
• for all sequence x n converging to some x, lim inf n→+∞ f n (x n ) ≥ f (x).
The preceding proposition can thus be restated by saying that for every b n ∈ B εn with ε n going to 0, the sequence of functions σ →
It is well known that this kind of convergence is well adapted for deriving the convergence of minimizers. The next proposition illustrates this fact : Proposition 6.11. Suppose that for every n, Q n σn, bn is an element of M n ε 0 n , then
Proof. For all n, Q n σ * , b 0 belongs to A n ε 0 n . Thus, using the minimization property of Q n σn, bn , one has 1 n H(Q n σn, bn | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) ≤ 1 n H(Q n σ * , b 0 | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ). According to point (1) of Proposition 6.9, this implies that (6.13) lim sup
According to the point (2) of Proposition 6.8, σ n ∈ Σ 1 . This set being compact, one can find some converging subsequence σ np . Letσ be its limit. The point (2) of Proposition 6.9, yields :
From (6.13) and (6.14) , one deduces that
As σ * is the unique minimizer of I(. | σ 0 ) under the moment constraint, one hasσ = σ * . The point σ * is thus the unique accumulation point of the compact sequence σ n . It follows that σ n converges to σ * . Now, (6.12) follows immediately from Proposition 6.4.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.6. Proof of Theorem 6.6. First, we have the following immediate inequality
Thus, according to Proposition 6.7, it suffices to prove that
The application Q → d F M (Q, Q σ * , b 0 ) being convex and continuous, we get
But M n ε 0 n is compact. Thus, there exists Q n σn, bn ∈ M n ε 0 n , such that
Applying Proposition 6.11, we get
which achieves the proof. Before giving the proofs of Proposition 6.8 and 6.9, let us do some comments on our result. Remark 6.15.
• The reason why we work with T n ε instead of the more natural set
The set T n ε was thus a bad candidate for defining a conditioning event in Gibbs Principle. In fact, from the relative entropy point of view, working with T n ε does not change anything : point (2) of Proposition 6.8 shows that the entropy minimizers on A n ε are trinomial trees. • We introduced the set Σ 1 because some compactness is needed in Proposition 6.8.
Note that if we replace Σ 1 by Σ 0 in the definition of T n ε , this set becomes convex (see [19] ). In this framework, there is a unique entropy-minimizer Q n σ * n , b * n . But we are not able to prove directly that the sequence σ * n is compact. If this was true, Theorem 6.6 would hold with Σ 0 replacing Σ 1 .
• The assumption that I(. | σ 0 ) admits a unique minimizer under the moment constraint is needed in the proof of Theorem 6.6. Namely, we used in the proof the fact that the function Q → d F M (Q, Q σ * , b 0 ) is convex. If we were dealing with a set M of minimizers containing more than one element, this function would be replaced by the function Q → d F M (Q, M) which is no longer convex. is an open subset of M 1 (Ω n ). First, it is easily seen that there is a constant c > 0 depending only on σ min , σ max , b 0 , s and α such that
for all Q ∈ T n ε and all |j| ≤ k ≤ n. For all |j| ≤ k ≤ n and Q ∈ M 1 (Ω n ), let us define 
One easily concludes from this that T n ε is an open subset of M 1 (Ω n ). Now let us show that H(A n ε | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) = H(A n ε | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ). As Q n σ 0 , b 0 gives a positive mass to every trajectory of Ω n , the convex function
. This is in particular true for A n ε .
In order to prove the point (2) of Proposition 6.8, we need the following lemma.
and h n σ, b ; σ 0 , b 0 (t, x) = H(Π n σ, b (t, x, . ) | Π n σ 0 , b 0 (t, x, . )). Then it holds :
Let Q be a probability measure satisfying Furthermore,
Proof. The proofs of (6.19), (6.20), (6.22) rely on very easy computations and are left to the reader. Let us prove (6.23). It is clear that, = H(Q n σ, b | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ), where (i) follows from (6.19), (ii) is obtained by conditioning by X i , (iii) is a consequence of (6.22) and (iv) of (6.20) . Plugging this in (6.24), we obtain (6.23).
Proof of (2) of Proposition 6.8. Let Q be in M n ε . As Q belongs to A n ε , there exist σ ∈ Σ 1 and b ∈ B ε such that (6.21) is fulfilled. According to (6.23), one has H(Q | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) = H(Q | Q n σ, b ) + H(Q n σ, b | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ). If Q n σ, b belongs to A n ε , then we deduce from the preceding equation that H(A n ε | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) ≥ H(Q | Q n σ, b ) + H(A n ε | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ), and consequently H(Q | Q n σ, b ) = 0, which implies that Q = Q n σ, b . Thus, the only thing to do is to prove that Q n σ, b ∈ A n ε . Let (Q p ) p be a sequence of A n ε going to Q. For each p, there is a pair (σ p , b p ) ∈ Σ 1 × B ε such that (6.21) is fulfilled. For all |j| ≤ k ≤ n, one has But according to (6.22) , Q p ∈ A n ε ⇒ Q n σp, bp ∈ A n ε . Consequently, Q n σ, b is in the closure of A n ε .
Proof of Proposition 6.9. Recall that for all σ ∈ Σ 0 , I(σ | σ 0 ) is defined by
1 0 q(σ 2 (t, X t ), σ 2 0 (t, X t )) dt , with q(x, y) = log x y
(1) Let us show that there exists some K > 0, depending only on α, σ min , σ max , b 0 and s, such that 
with K depending only on α, σ max , σ min , b 0 et s. After some easy computations, one derives (6.25) from these inequalities.
In the sequel we will use the following notations q(σ 2 (t, X t ), σ 2 0 (t, X t )) dt.
The function q is bounded and continuous on [σ 2 min , σ 2 max ] 2 . Φ n is thus a sequence of uniformly bounded continuous functions on Ω, which converges pointwise to the bounded continuous function Φ. Let us show that Φ n converges uniformly to Φ on every compact subset of Ω. The function q is Lipschitz on [σ 2 min , σ 2 max ] 2 ; let M > 0 be such that |q(x, y) − q(x ′ , y ′ )| ≤ M (|x − x ′ | + |y − y ′ |).
Let ∆ be the continuity modulus of σ 2 , ie. According to (6.25) :
1 n H(Q n σ, bn | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) − E n σ, bn [Φ n ] ≤
K n
where K depends only on α, σ max , σ min , b 0 and s. Using the uniform convergence of (Φ n ) n on every compact and the tightness of the sequence Q n σ, bn , it is now easy to see that lim n→∞ 1 n H(Q n σ, bn | Q n σ 0 , b 0 ) = I(σ | σ 0 ).
A similar reasoning as in the proof of point (1) shows that 
